Hash Name
Slave Name
Home Hash
Email
Phone
T-Shirt Size
Accommodation

(bed ((first come first served)), tent space, hotel)

Bring this completed
form, along with
cash, cheque or your
money order , made
out to Al Thompson
in

CAD funds ($80),
Euros ($55) or U.S. ($80) to an Ottawa or Montreal H3 run.
Directions and complete agenda will be emailed to you upon receipt
Pre-lube at Fox & Feather Pub in Ottawa, Ontario (corner Elgin & MacLaren St) at 7:30 PM on Wednesday, August 8

(not included in fee)

- The T-shirt sizes are S, M, L, XL and XXL only
Details: Local (& Int'l) Hashers are invited to God's country for LAFFTER 12. An all-inclusive weekend,
including unlimited outhouse privileges, beer, 2 nights accommodation, 2 days of hashing, beer, 2
breakfasts, beer, lunches, dinner Sat. night, beer, Kampfire Kareoki, snacks, loot bags, beer and
haberdashery. Details to follow.
Vegetarians can pick at whatever non-meat side dishes we have on offer.

- Beds are offered (first come first served), threesomes are recommended in order to save space, plenty
of tent space available at the site, or, the Auberge Presqu'ile ( a basic but clean 1 star hotel equipped
with bar ) situated right on a picturesque lake in nearby Notre-Dame-de –Pontmain, tel
1-819-597-2166.
Contact Little Big Man at althompsoncan@yahoo.ca or Cheap Thrills at harrisonwatson@yahoo.ca for
info. Cost: $80

Mandatory Liability Waiver:

By checking this box, I recognize that hashing is a hazardous activity, and that by participating in this event I risk
incurring heat exhaustion, dehydration, broken bones, animal attack, bullet wounds, loss of dignity, and extreme
thirst among other injuries. However, it is my heartfelt belief that I can hurt myself if I want to and that it is my own
damn fault if I do. Therefore, I agree that I will not hold liable for any bad thing that happens to me, the members
of the LAFFTER Hash House Harriers, the fermented beverages industry, or anyone else I may encounter. After
all, who wants to be known everywhere as a whiny bastard? I realize that hashing is an inherently dangerous and
stupid activity so if I hurt myself or get arrested and thrown in jail it's my own damn fault.

Signature:_________________________________

